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Abstract: Medication error is the second cause of patient safety incidents that could lead to morbidity and mortality. The incompleteness and illegibility of medication prescription are high in developing countries. Most developed countries adopted electronic prescribing that has led to a reduction of incompleteness and illegibility of medication prescription errors. This study aimed to compare the illegibility and incompleteness rate in handwritten and computerized prescriptions in two ophthalmology clinics in Benghazi. A cross-sectional descriptive study was performed in outpatient ophthalmology clinics. Data were collected from Al-Kish public ophthalmology polyclinic, and advanced ophthalmology private center. The handwritten and computerized prescriptions were assessed for incompleteness by the checklist based on the Al-Kish polyclinic prescription format and WHO’s guide to good prescribing. The handwritten prescriptions were evaluated for illegibility by two pharmacists. The patient and prescriber identification incompleteness rate in the handwritten prescriptions was 61.4% while it was 10.6% in the computerized prescriptions. In the handwritten prescriptions, the rate of medication identification incompleteness was 42.6% compared to 5.6% in the computerized prescriptions. There was no agreement between the experienced and less experienced pharmacists regarding prescription legibility. In conclusion, incompleteness was higher in handwritten prescriptions than computerized prescriptions. This study emphasizes electronic prescription use.
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I. Introduction

Medication errors have received considerable attention as a public health issue worldwide, it is the second cause of patient safety incidents that could lead to morbidity and mortality in the healthcare settings [1,2]. As was cited in WHO technical series (2016), the National Coordinating Council for Medication Errors Reporting and Prevention (NCCMERP) has defined Medication Errors (MEs) as "any preventable event that may cause or lead to inappropriate medication use or patient harm while the medication is in the control of the healthcare professional, patient, or consumer [3:4]."

The most essential component in medication errors is prescribing errors which account for about 70% of medication errors [2,4]. These errors can be preventable therefore it becomes the most significant goal for enhancement [5]. Illegible and incomplete prescribing information is a common problem especially in developing countries [6,7].

Globally no one standard was adopted for prescription; WHO recommended sets of information that should be included on the prescription format [8,9]. Therefore, the prescription format may differ slightly from one country to another [10]. However, most countries agree on the basic components of a good prescription should include prescriber’s information (name, address, contact number, signature and date), patient's information (name, age and gender), and medication information (medication’s name, dose, duration of use, frequency of medication administration, and route of administration). The non-official abbreviation should not be used for medication’s name; instruction and warning for the patient should be included in the prescription [9,11].

Electronic prescribing is widely used and available in developed countries such as the United Kingdom[12]. Computer-generated prescriptions contain 100% information on prescriber details and the patient details. It also reduces medication identification errors such as dose and frequency of use; and solves the problem of legibility of prescriptions [4].
However, the handwritten prescription is still widely used in developing countries [13]. Therefore developing countries still suffer the consequences of the illegible and incomplete writing of prescription which means more medication errors [4,14].

Many studies suggested that an overall rate of illegibility and incompleteness above 20% is unacceptably high [15,16]. Handwritten prescription studies from Ethiopia, Sri Lanka, Bahrain, Pakistan and Vietnam reported a high incidence of illegibility and incompleteness errors in the prescription that range from 30.2% to 60.2% of all medication errors [6,17,18,19,20]. Some studies have revealed that illegible handwriting is the highest prevalence of medication errors [21].

Some hospitals in developing countries tried to solve the problem of illegibility and incompleteness errors by adopting computer printout prescriptions (computerized prescriptions) [4,17]. Indeed this adoption led to a reduction of incompleteness in prescription errors and made prescriptions legible [4,17].

Prescription errors are too high and patients' life is at risk; many detailed studies throughout the world attended to this problem to find solutions. Sadly, very few studies highlighted the consequences of prescribing errors in the Arab countries particularly in Libya. Therefore, this study's aim is to compare the illegibility and incompleteness rate in handwritten and computerized prescriptions in two ophthalmology clinics in Benghazi.

II. Material and Methods

A cross-sectional descriptive study was conducted in the outpatient ophthalmology clinics in both Al-Kish polyclinic and the Advanced Ophthalmology Center; during the period from 15th May 2017 to 15th June 2017.

To conduct a comparison, the Advanced Ophthalmology Center was chosen on account of its computerized prescriptions (computer printout prescriptions) which provided a unique opportunity to investigate the effects of information technology on patient safety. Al-Kish polyclinic from which the handwritten prescriptions were obtained, was the only public ophthalmology clinic operating in Benghazi during the study time.

Subjects & selection method

Regarding the outpatient pharmacy at the Al-Kish public polyclinic, the total of handwritten prescriptions from 15th May 2017 to 15th June 2017 was 564. 30% of prescriptions (188 handwritten prescriptions) were selected using a systematic random sample technique. While computerized prescriptions (computer printout prescriptions) were collected from the Advanced Ophthalmology Private Center. Because of the small numbers of monthly prescriptions issued, all of the orders from 15th May 2017 to 15th June 2017 were included in the study which was 96 computerized prescriptions.

Procedure methodology

A three-step review process was used in the study. The first and second reviews were done by researchers who checked completeness and incompleteness of prescriptions' information. In the first review, the researchers checked for the patient and prescriber identification using a checklist based on the Al-Kish polyclinic prescription form (e.g., patient's name and prescriber's signature). In the second review, the researchers reviewed all prescriptions for medications' information based on "Guide to Good Prescribing" issued by WHO [9].

The third review was concerned with legibility evaluation of handwritten prescriptions. This was conducted by two pharmacists in accordance with a 3-point legibility scoring Likert scale, as used in previous studies [16,22,23]. On the Likert scale, 3 represents legibility (can read the medications order without consulting other health care professional or reference), 2 represents legibility with effort (can read the medications order after consulting with one or more healthcare professional and/or references), and 1 represents illegibility (cannot read the medications order, despite consultation with one or more healthcare professional and/or references).

Each evaluating pharmacist was chosen based on terms of experience (the experienced pharmacist had more than 5 years of experience, and the less experienced pharmacist had less than two years of experience). Each pharmacist independently gave a score to all handwritten prescriptions. After completing prescription evaluation, interviews were conducted with the two pharmacists on how the evaluation evolved.

Statistical analysis

Data analysis was executed using the SPSS program (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) version 18. The cross tabulation and column charts were used to describe and compare completeness and incompleteness across all prescription elements. The chi-square test was applied for comparing prescribing errors in handwritten and computerized prescriptions. Kappa test was used to measure the agreement between the evaluations of the two pharmacists' rating for legibility.
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III. Results

A total of 188 handwritten prescriptions and 96 computerized prescriptions were analyzed. With regard to patient and prescriber identification completeness in the handwritten and the computerized prescriptions, all prescriptions had doctors' signatures. There was statistical significance difference between the handwritten and the computerized prescriptions regarding the percentage of missed elements ($P<0.05$). In the handwritten prescriptions, patient name was found in 78.7% of the prescriptions; while, age, gender, date, and doctor name were found in only 14.1%, 2.1%, 14.9% and 21.3% of the prescriptions respectively; as shows in Table 1. On the other hand, in the computerized prescriptions, the patient name and doctor name were found in all computerized prescriptions; while, age, gender and date were found in 75.0%, 63.0% and 95.8% of the prescriptions respectively; as shows in Table 1. Moreover, the rate of incompleteness in the handwritten prescriptions was 61.4% compared to 10.6% in the computerized prescriptions; as shows in Figure 1.

Table (1): Assessment of patient and prescriber identification in the handwritten and computerized prescriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Handwritten prescriptions (n=188)</th>
<th>Computerized prescriptions (n=96)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>completeness No. (%)</td>
<td>incompleteness No. (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient name</td>
<td>148 (78.7%)</td>
<td>40 (21.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-square test = 23.7, df=1, $P=0.000^*$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>28 (14.9%)</td>
<td>160 (85.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-square test = 100.0, df=1, $P=0.000^*$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>4 (2.1%)</td>
<td>184 (97.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-square test = 142.1, df=1, $P=0.000^*$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>28 (14.9%)</td>
<td>160 (85.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-square test = 170.6, df=1, $P=0.000^*$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor name</td>
<td>40 (21.3%)</td>
<td>148 (78.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-square test = 157.8, df=1, $P=0.000^*$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature</td>
<td>188 (100.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $P<0.05$ is statistically significant

However, all handwritten and the computerized prescriptions had recorded medication name and frequency of use; with no use of abbreviation for medication name in both type of prescriptions. There was a statistical significance difference between the handwritten and the computerized prescriptions regarding the dose ($P<0.05$); which was missed in 10.6% of handwritten prescriptions compared to 0.0% in computerized prescriptions; as shows in Table 2.

The "duration of a medication" and "route of administration" variables were missed in 76.6% and 78.7% respectively in the handwritten prescriptions; compared to 4.2% and 0% respectively in the computerized prescriptions ($P<0.05$). Moreover, the "which-eye" variable was missed in 89.4% of the handwritten prescriptions compared to 29.2% in the computerized prescriptions; as shows in Table 2.

Moreover, in the handwritten prescriptions, the rate of medication identification incompleteness was 42.6% compared to 5.6% in the computerized prescriptions; as shows in Figure 2.
Table (2): Assessment of medications identification prescription completeness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Handwritten prescriptions (n=188)</th>
<th>Computerized prescriptions (n=96)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>completeness No. (%)</td>
<td>incompleteness No. (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication name</td>
<td>188 (100.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose</td>
<td>168 (89.4%)</td>
<td>20 (10.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>188 (100.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>44 (23.4%)</td>
<td>144 (76.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route</td>
<td>40 (21.3%)</td>
<td>148 (78.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which eye</td>
<td>20 (10.6%)</td>
<td>168 (89.4%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chi-square test = 10.9, df=1,  P=0.001*

Chi-square test = 133.5, df=1,  P=0.000*

Chi-square test = 157.8, df=1,  P=0.000*

Chi-square test = 15.5, df=1,  P=0.000*

*P<0.05 is statistically significant

Figure (2): The rate of medications identification incompleteness in Handwritten and computerized prescriptions

There was no agreement between the experienced and the less experienced pharmacists regarding prescription legibility scoring (Kappa= 0.026). The experienced pharmacist reported that 97.9% of handwritten prescriptions were legible, while 2.1% of the handwritten prescriptions were legible only with effort. The less experienced pharmacist reported that 83.0% of the handwritten prescriptions were legible, while 17.0% of the handwritten prescriptions were legible only with effort; as shows in Figure 3.

Figure (3): Evaluation of handwritten prescriptions legibility by pharmacists
IV. Discussion

"There is no global standard for prescriptions and every country has its own regulations taking in consideration that the most important requirement is that the prescription is clear" [9:66]. Incompleteness information in medication prescription and illegible handwriting leads to ambiguous and erroneous medical prescriptions [15,16]. In this study, legibility and completeness were compared in both handwritten and computerized prescriptions.

Patient and prescriber identification should be included in medication prescriptions according to WHO [9], and Al-Kish polyclinic’s prescription form sheet. Roughhead et al. (2013) and Bhosale et al. (2013) reported that incompleteness errors in the patient and prescriber identification and medication identification are often observed in handwritten prescriptions [7,24]. In this study, more incompleteness regarding patient and prescriber identification, was found in handwritten prescriptions; when compared to the computerized ones. With a significant difference in each element of the patient and prescriber identification existed (P<0.05). Surprisingly, the patient’s name was missed only in 21.3% of the handwritten prescriptions but, the patient’s age, gender, date, and doctor’s name were missed in more than 75% of the handwritten prescriptions. Meanwhile, less than 35% of computerized prescriptions were missing age and gender; as shows Table 1. In agreement with a study conducted in Gujarat by Joshi et al. (2015) reported that the handwritten prescriptions incompleteness were higher than computerized prescriptions; however, in this study, the percentage of missed elements (patient’s age, date, and doctor’s name) in handwritten prescriptions was high compared to that shown by Joshi et al. (2015) [4].

Calligaris et al. (2009) and Albarrak et al. (2014) suggested that an overall illegibility or incompleteness above 20% is unacceptably high [15,16]. The overall rate of the patient and prescriber identification incompleteness in the computerized prescriptions was 10.6% which is an acceptable percentage; while it was 61.4% in the handwritten prescriptions which is not only higher than that shown by Calligaris et al. (2009) but, also is unacceptably high compared to other comparable studies [15].

Missing medication identifications on prescription (e.g. dose and frequency) affect the accuracy of prescriptions and causes misinterpretation of prescriptions [11]. Many studies showed that most medication identification prescription incompleteness in handwritten prescriptions was in dose, frequency of administration, duration of treatment, or route of administration [4,15,16,25]. In this study, all handwritten and computerized prescriptions had recorded the frequency of administration, while; dose was missing in 10.6% of the handwritten prescriptions compared to nil in computerized prescriptions (P<0.05). In this study, both handwritten and computerized prescriptions incompleteness in dose and frequency of administration were less in percentage than the Gujarat study [4].

In addition, a significant difference existed between handwritten and computerized prescriptions in the duration of treatment, route of administration and which-eye (P<0.05 in each one). They were missing in more than 75% of the handwritten prescriptions; while, the duration of treatment was missing in only 4.2% and “which-eye” was missing in 29.2% of computerized prescriptions; as shows in Table 2. These results were higher than that shown by Sanguansak et al. (2012) where the duration of treatment, route of administration, and which-eye were missing in less than 15% of handwritten prescriptions, and were missing in less than 0.5% in FormularyScript prescriptions [25].

Furthermore, a study conducted in the USA by Bizovi et al. (2002), reported that “Computer-assisted prescriptions were more than three times less likely to contain errors than handwritten prescriptions” [26,7]. The overall rate of medication identification incompleteness in the handwritten prescriptions was 42.6% which is unacceptable high. Also, this percentage was higher than the 8.5% of Albarrak et al study which was conducted in medicine outpatient department [23]. While the overall rate of medication identification incompleteness in the computerized prescriptions was 5.6% which is an acceptable percentage of error; as shows in Figure 2. This result was lower than Gujarat study result where the overall rate of medication identification incompleteness in the computerized prescriptions was 12.3% [4].

Bizovi et al. (2002), stated that computer-assisted prescriptions are not only more legible than the handwritten prescriptions, but also they require less clarification from doctors [26]. However, illegible handwriting is a safety risk problem that might lead to loss of life [22,24]. In this study, the legibility of the handwritten prescriptions was evaluated by two pharmacists. Although there was no agreement between the experienced and less experienced pharmacists regarding prescription legibility scoring (Kappa= 0.026), most of the handwritten prescriptions were legible. These results are in agreement with the results of Albarrak et al. (2014), and Farnoud & Shekar (2016) studies [16,22].

However, the interviewed experienced pharmacist reported that 2.1% of the handwritten prescriptions were legible with effort, while the interviewed less experienced pharmacist reported that 17% of the handwritten prescriptions were legible with effort; as shows in Figure 3. A similar study by Albarrak et al. (2014) showed that the legible with effort prescriptions’ percentage was 1.5 by expert pharmacist; while, it was 13.6% by non-
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expert pharmacist [16]. In addition, a study by Farnoud and Shekar (2016) found that 7.0% of the handwritten prescriptions were legible with an effort by the less experienced pharmacist [22].

This study shows that the longer the pharmacist’s experience, the easier is the prescription reading. Albarrak et al. (2014), and Farnoud & Shekar (2016) studies showed a similar observation; the new pharmacist has difficulty reading prescriptions when compared to expert ones [16,22]. Interestingly, this study shows a higher percentage of legibility with effort in comparison to other studies; the pharmacists in this study agreed that they had less difficulty especially with ophthalmology prescriptions than other prescriptions. The reason may be that ophthalmology medications items that doctors use for prescribing in Benghazi are few which may help the pharmacists to catch the medications name easily from some of the legible letters.

Computerized prescriptions have the potential to decrease medication errors related to legibility and incomplete prescribing information; they can improve the quality of prescriptions and increase patients' safety[4,16,25]. Therefore, this study highlights the need to maximize the accuracy and clarity of prescriptions by adopting computerized prescriptions.

Limitations

Firstly, the study was limited to ophthalmology clinic because of unavailability of the computerized prescriptions in other clinics which limited the generalization of our results. Secondly, the poor organization of the handwritten prescriptions at Al-Kish polyclinic’s pharmacy led to the exclusion of some of the handwritten prescriptions.

V. Conclusion

This study revealed that although most of the handwritten prescriptions were legible, in the handwritten prescriptions, both patient and prescriber identification and the medication identification rates of incompleteness were unacceptably higher than the computerized prescriptions. This study clearly stating that using the computerized prescription would enhance patient safety.

VI. Recommendations

The results of this study supports the adoption of computerized prescriptions (computer printout prescriptions) to reduce illegibility and incompleteness errors in prescriptions noting that computer printout prescriptions are low in cost. Establishing more detailed research on illegibility and incompleteness errors in prescriptions on all medical specialties is needed. Special interest should be granted to the effects of electronic prescribing on medication errors.
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